
Animal Dreams 

 

They say 

all mammals dream 

and birds. 

Into unconscious night 

where colors and life-tales 

are stored; where the heartbreaks 

and triumphs of the waking world 

are sorted to their good. 

 

They cannot write their dreams. 

Perhaps they celebrate in bird song, 

one to the other, 

until they have the kernel, 

until they pad a little of the richness 

of their dreams 

onto their waking moments. 

 

But not the reptiles: 

turtles and snakes, alligators, 

with their barren limbic brains 

full of instinct and empty of poems. 

 

All the time spent sunning on a log 

at the edge of primordial ooze: 

are there no daydreams 

of the lacy wings of dragonflies? 



Winter Bears 
 

In the basement where bears live 

is an open river to the north 

where we must go. 

Bears pace in ovals, rumble 

on slickered pads to the rhythm 

of wood feathers, seeds that 

bloom in quick-step along our path. 

We follow the spoor of great elks, 

web-hung with mistletoe, 

their feet in delicate leaf points; 

and badger scat, his wide stripes 

furrowed ahead of us, leading north 

where we will go, where the lines 

line up with white, and 300 words 

for snow.  The bears stir  

in a bear dance of winter coming;  

they trek for caves where seasons slow  

and the woofle of deep reversible sleep  

keeps time with chains of inner earth.   

There in the north,  the wise one  

holds aloft her icicled fingers, 

five-sided paw prints to mark a borealis 

and the bears, rustling fur to fur, 

wend steadfastly up the map, counting 

the latitudes of their going. 

I puff out my breath, harmonic to their throaty 

g r r r r. 

As we go they tell me of last April 

when they woke to blazed greening 

and air charged with equinox. 

How they paused at the cave to gather 

their heart beats, sleek their coats, 

with a dreadful emptiness insistent on forage. 

They had slept all those white months 

in the haunches of the wise one. 

Again we move toward that pool 

of charmed bear, compelled by sleep  

and the lowering of heads, fur-curled 

together in dens of this season. 

Legs, the broad ridges of backs,  

thick necks, their ears round as clam shells 



cocked for winds from the north 

and their nostrils bold. 

I would crawl into their furnaces, 

slip among cilia to the brain of bear  

to curl in their secrets  

and leach out their myths,  

so by this thirst I could become them,  

bears heading north where the cave 

haunts each season, sinking its message 

into berry and fish that the curve of claw 

has enfolded this year, pulling out  

the long string of winter to come  

and the bears unblinking, my two-legged stride, 

my furless parchment naked and chilled. 

Their great neck humps shake down 

the long spines of musked pelt; 

shift a little to load me in 

to the center of their navigation where I breathe 

the cumulus of brown fur, prickling my cheeks 

as we match strides, ever north 

toward the white horses - toward   

a cave where we'll rest in a circle, 

these bears holding back their teeth. 

Their claws click on granite and dried oak leaves, 

on a path no one sees, on the path pulling north 

toward the end of the day, toward a cave 

full of fur clumps and powdery lost bones 

where the dust floor has hollows  

that call to night-bears who are weary 

of trails and ready to slumber, 

their dreams on their shoulders. 

We have followed the scent lines, heard 

the crow rasp overhead, smells of autumn 

are behind us decaying into spring 

and the hoary dried smell of ice hangs low, 

still pulling us toward that high shelf  

where nightmares linger 

and the stars are curtained. 



Moonsongs 

 

What uncovers the long stretch of wind  

that pulses from the western sea 

and parts the night into hours and seconds? 

Delivered on its long arms  

are the moonsongs of Indians 

calling ghosts of our ancestors  

to gather in a circle of sage and remembrance. 

From below, deep in the Earth's navel, 

a bell sings its high sweet communion. 

Break from your usual byways  

and consider the stories of eagle and wolf, 

how they surround you with courage, 

lift you above the long slopes of the mountains. 

Given this, the wind becomes creator and guide. 

Sing it your songs, tell it your tales,  

add them to the universal tongue. 
 

 


